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Abstract

This paper proposes a tunnel interior lighting system for safety in two-way traffic on highways. The target tunnel had longitudinal slopes with sag (vertical curve) of 4% at the maximum, which had been the concern leading to a rear-end collision in speed degradation of a preceding car and a serious front collision in the two-way traffic. Since 2010 in Japan, many tunnel lighting systems had been replaced by LED luminaires, which in some cases resulted in uneven luminance distribution of the road surface and discomfort glare even in the tunnels considered the CIE recommended criteria including uniformity of road surface luminance and a glare restriction (CIE 2004). Considering these condition, therefore we reviewed lighting system requirements in the tunnel with two-way traffic.
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1 Introduction

In order to secure the safety for the motorway tunnel with two-way traffic, we conducted reviews for the vertical illuminance on the rear end of the preceding car or the front of the opposite car to improve the visibility of these cars and also for the issue in the design value to reduce uneven luminance distribution of the road surface and a discomfort glare in tunnel interior lighting due to replacement to LED lighting. For on-site installed lighting system based on above obtained lighting designed value, discussion for the lighting properties measurement and the visual environment are shown here.

2 Designed value for tunnel interior lighting

2.1 Visibility of driving cars

If a tunnel with large longitudinal slope also has "sag (vertical curve)" of which transition from downhill to uphill, a following distance may decrease due to the speed variation of you and a car driving in front leading to congestion or a rear-end collision. To see enough the behavior of both cars driving in front and passing through, it is required to ensure visibility. Driver’s visibility depends on the vertical illuminance on the rear of a preceding car or on the front of an oncoming car and these vertical illuminance values tend to be proportional to their following distance. (Ito et al, 2015) Then it was decided that system with a vertical illuminance of 35 lx (visibility of that is one level higher than a symmetric lighting system with an average vertical illuminance 20 lx) should be given. Figure 1 shows CG images for visibility in two lighting systems.
2.2 Uniformity of road luminance

In recent years, although the LED has become to be used as tunnel light sources, even in the design which ensure required overall uniformity of road luminance $U_o$ and longitudinal uniformity of road luminance $U_l$, uneven luminance distribution of the road surface occurs sometimes compromising driving comfortability. With the technological progress in road surface pavement, it is assumed that reason is the effect from reflection property of C classification in CIE recommendation which do not derive distribution of road surface luminance properly.

As the drainage pavement generally adopted in Japan expressway has a higher specular than a dense asphalt pavement, measured values for the road surface luminance on-site and calculated values for the distribution of road surface luminance using the reflection property of $W$ type classification were compared. The result shows a high correlation between measurements and $W_2$ classification.

In distribution of road surface luminance in the existing tunnel lighting system using fluorescent lamp and low pressure sodium lamp, uneven luminance distribution of the road surface tended to be found in road longitudinal direction, while in LED lighting it was seen in road transverse direction. For that reason, uniformity of road luminance in transverse direction became to be defined. On-site experiment showed that value of transverse uniformity of road luminance $U_w$ more than 0.6 may reduce discomfort in driving visibility. Figure 2 shows the distribution of road luminance in the transverse uniformity of road luminance 0.50 to 0.65.

2.3 Discomfort glare

Same as above uniformity of road luminance, even in the tunnel which is less than TI value of CIE recommendation, the discomfort glare tended to be unsuppressed due to the replacement of LED in tunnel lighting. On-site experiment has shown that the discomfort glare was correlated with equivalent veiling luminance. Later discussion have proposed evaluation index of the discomfort glare using the equivalent veiling luminance and road surface luminance as explanatory variable (Hirakawa et al., 2019), however, in this paper, to reduce the discomfort glare, the equivalent veiling luminance is not more than 0.32 cd/m².
3 Observations

3.1 Lighting installation

Using lighting design conditions of Table 1, interior lighting systems for Hachinoshiri Tunnel in Chubu Odan Expressway had been installed. Luminaries providing luminous flux 5 600 lm were arranged with opposite arrangement, mounting height of 4,73 m and spacing of 8,7m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – Lighting design conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road surface luminance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall uniformity of road luminance $U_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal uniformity of road luminance $U_l$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical illuminance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transverse uniformity of road luminance $U_w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent veiling luminance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Observation procedures

As observers, men and women of lighting engineers at the age of 23 to 55 performed the following subjective evaluation.
(1) Evaluating visibility of cars
The observers seated in a car stopped on the road subjectively evaluated visibility of silver
coloured cars placed 70 m ahead on the same lane or on the opposite lane using 5 scale rating
(5: Good, 4: Fairly good, 3: Just admissible, 2: Fairly poor, 1: Poor).

(2) Evaluating uniformity of road luminance
After the evaluation of the visibility for cars located ahead of observers as above, the observers
also evaluated the uniformity of road luminance with 5 scale rating (5: Good, 4: Fairly good, 3:
Just admissible, 2: Fairly poor, 1: Poor).

(3) Evaluating discomfort glare
Observers sitting in the car stopped on the road just under a lighting system subjectively
evaluated the discomfort glare at the field of view in driving direction by 9 scale rating (9: Unnoticeable, 7: Satisfactory, 5: Just acceptable, 3: Just acceptable, 1: Unbearable) (De Boer et al, 1959).

4 Results of observations

4.1 Visibility of cars
As all observer evaluation of visibility of cars were not less than “3: Just admissible” and
average rating was 3.5 and over, it was shown to secure the required visibility of car driving
ahead and from opposite direction. Figure 3 shows the cars of which visibility were assessed.

![Car placed on the same lane](image1)
(a) Car placed on the same lane

![Car placed on the opposite lane](image2)
(b) Car placed on the opposite lane

Figure 3 – Observation for the visibility of the cars

4.2 Uniformity of road luminance
Although 3 out of 11 observers evaluated here as “2: Fairly poor”, more than 70% of all
choose “3: Just admissible” or higher rating and the average was 3.5 and over. It means to
secure the required uniformity of road luminance. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the road
surface luminance seen from observation car.

4.3 Discomfort glare
All observers evaluated here more than 6 (of 9-level rating), and average of this was more
than “7: Satisfactory”. It means that level of discomfort glare was mitigated.
5 Conclusion

Because of limited measures to avoid the risk in two-way traffic tunnels, serving lighting environment which allow driver to correctly find the cars driving in front or coming from opposite is necessary. In the design phase, using three criteria of (1) vertical illuminance, (2) transverse uniformity of road luminance, and (3) equivalent veiling luminance, as proposed in this paper to secure those requirement of those criteria, the visibility of cars in both directions were improved in 1 level (of 5-scale rating). Therefore, lighting environment that may control discomfort from uneven luminance distribution of the road surface and glare became to be given.

This review showed that pro-beam lighting systems which were considered as technically difficult in two-way tunnels before now are effective.
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